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study aptness and strengths 161
see also mixed methods in management
research; sport management research
sport management research 513–24
community relations 517
competitor collaboration 515–16
contest management/tension between
product and market 515
environmental concerns 517
history/socio-cultural embeddedness 513–14
internationalization and globalization
518–19
media technology and 518–20
performance measurement (on-field/offfield) debate 516–17
research model of sport in Europe 517–18
research model of sport in USA 517
research needs 518, 519–23
resource rich sports organizations and
players 519
uncertainty of outcomes promotion
514–15
see also sport management (a case study)
sport marketing research 179–98
adaptation from traditional marketing
182–3, 383
DECIDE method 193
definition 182
ESPN XP project 194
future research areas 553–4
information technology 179–80
mixed research methods and 41, 50–51
‘place’ variable 259
prosumerism 186–92
social media, influence on business 180–86
advertising and buzz index 181–2
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Index  575
digital marketing 183
efficacy 183–4
measurement of success 190–91
monitoring tools 189, 191, 197
prosumer model strategies 189–92
studies on 195
successful planning 189–90
technological foundations 180–81
used in sport business 184–6, 190, 191,
192–8
social media, influence on research 192–8
adaptation/abductive thinking 193–4
and application (field research) 316
innovative methods 194
prosumerism 186–9
research idea-matrices 195–8
service-centred approach 186
studies on 196–8
synergy of social media 195
value chain aggregation 194–5
value co-creation 187–8
social networking groups 191
see also media technology; sport business
field research
sport policy, see benchmarking (SPLISS
model) and elite sports policies; sport
management research
sporting venues, see facility management;
stadia development in France
sports rights, see broadcasting regulations;
game theoretic approach
stadia development in France 257–71
financing: public to private 268–70
French football’s economic model 257,
258–66
‘public cost for private gain’ problem
265–8, 271
market, the ‘place’ variable 258–60
safety and services 264
spectator characteristics and attendance
260–62
ticket price and occupancy/facilities 264
ticket revenues and broadcast dependency
262–3
Leagues 1 and 2 stadiums 265
Lille Olympique Sporting Club (case study)
270–71
overview 555
Sportfive agency study 269–70
the stadium as centre of urban living 257–8
see also facility management
stakeholders
event impacts analysis 240–41, 253
institutional network model 358–60
marketing 360–61

media rights and, see game theoretic
approach
structures for collaborative behaviour
537–8
systemic governance of football 149–53
state policies, see politics (national)
Strategic Review 120
Straussian grounded theory 422, 424, 425–9
surveys, principles of 297
Sweden 71–2, 146–7, 356, 360
Switzerland 442
symbolic interactionism 426–9
systematic comparisons, see benchmarking
(SPLISS model) and elite sports policies;
benchmarking of elite sports systems
teams/team sport
effectiveness/value capture 372–3, 386
remuneration and performance, see paneleconometric analyses
study of governance in 143–4, 374
see also players/athletes
technology, see media technology
telephone surveys 300
television 135, 153, 212, 214–15; see also
broadcasting regulations; game theoretic
approach (sports rights)
tennis 215
Tour de France, see social impacts of sport
events
tourist flows 275, 297–8, 314
triangulation of data-collecting methods 71,
129, 132, 170
triple impact assessment, see event impacts
uncertainty of outcome 514–15, 535–7
Union of European Football Associations
(UEFA) 145–7, 149, 156, 257, 267–8, 270
United Kingdom of Great Britain 102, 104
broadcasting, see broadcasting regulations
Canterbury stage of Tour de France 276–7,
289
football 513
‘39th game’ 518
corporate social responsibility 419–21,
430
facilities/services 264
financial regulation, see financial
regulation (a case study)
Manchester United’s revenues 380
players as value capture 375–7, 541
studies on 147–8, 150
Wimbledon sell-off 378, 384
United States of America 94, 550
baseball 312, 319
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576   Index
cycling 324
fishing 318
football 397–8
golf 312
league organization and franchising 350
marketing 457, 458, 459
motorsports 312, 313, 316–17
Olympic Games surveys 296–7, 301, 462
profit-maximization 219, 537–8
sport business research 312, 533
sport management research 517
urban renewal factors 303–4

validation/validity 26–7, 71, 87, 90, 132, 161,
170–72, 317, 447
in participant observation 485–6
threats to 325–6
value captures, see network of value captures
volunteers/volunteerism 78, 120, 239
Wallonia 104, 107
Web Center for Social Research Methods 192
working atmosphere 73
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 540
World Competitiveness Yearbook 98
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